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CNVAS survives partially due to a
myriad of unsung heroes who
assist in so many capacities in
addressing the needs of CNVAS.
One such hero is Bruno (Glen)
Bradley with IBEX Fuels who
over the years has provided
workshop space and numerous
other requirements CNVAS has
needed to continue to fulfill it’s
mandate. A huge thank you is
extended from the executive and
membership!
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CNVAS ACQUIRES
NEW PIECE FOR
PERMANENT
COLLECTION

The following is a transcription of the
remarks made by Mr. Philip Power at the
CNVAS Fall Membership meeting held
on September 17, 2014. His remarks were
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Power unveil their
in relation to the unveiling of the recent
late son’s work “What’s On At 11”.
CNVAS acquisition of his late son’s work
–photo courtesy of Michael Carroll
“What’s On At Eleven”.

“Good evening. My name is Philip Power and my wife is Sheila
McCarthy-Power. We want to give a brief bio of our son –
Anthony Joseph Power – affectionately known as “Tony”. Tony
was a rare and gifted soul who spent almost 50 years bringing
colour, beauty and love to the people around him. He was born
on June 13, 1961. He was a brilliant child and excelled at
everything he did, however his main love was painting. Tony
graduated from St. Michael’s High School and went on to

Business and Arts NL is calling
for submissions to its “Arts to
Business” directory of services
no later than January 15, 2015.
For more information please
visit their site at
Mr. Power’s presentation of his son’s
www.businessandartsnl.com
work

-photo courtesy of Michael Carroll

St. F.X. (University) in Antigonish
and Nova Scotia Tech in Halifax.
He graduated with a degree in Civil
Engineering in 1983.
At the age of 12 he entered the Arts
and Letters Competition in St.
Johns and won 2nd prize. Tony went
to St. John’s with his mother and
Aunt Noreen to attend the banquet
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and to accept his award. Years later he won first place with his
beloved painting “Volcano”. Mary Pratt, one of the judges, liked the
way he skillfully created “a mood of other worldliness”. This award
made him extremely happy.
Life for Tony was no bed of roses. In youth he suffered from a fearful
shyness. We sought medical help but were told “he is just shy”. In
later years Tony was diagnosed as having schizophrenia. Tony
accepted his fate and continued to be the kind, gentle and gracious
person he had always been.
Tony Power in 2010
During his time at home, Tony studied painting with Alice Dicks. She
-photo courtesy of Jeff Scott
was his mentor and he loved her dearly and treasured her friendship and help. Tony had a large
collection of art books and he loved to browse through them and study the techniques of the
different artists. His artistry really blossomed when Alice Dicks convinced him to join CNVAS.
For over twenty years he remained a member until his passing March 16, 2011. The CNVAS
Executive gave him a lot of attention by placing his paintings annually at the Arts and Culture
Center. They included Tony in the painting of murals around our community and in general
kept him informed about the local artistic scene. After his death CNVAS honoured his memory,
and us, by naming their annual scholarship “The Anthony Joseph Power Scholarship”.
Finally, our family is honoured as CNVAS members meet this evening to unveil a self-portrait
of Tony. It shows Tony looking down at the list he is holding, prompting him to humorously
title the painting “What’s On At Eleven?” Apparently even artists watch T.V. This painting is
being added to the Permanent Collection at the Gordon Pinsent Center for the Arts.
Sheila and I pray that CNVAS will continue its valuable role in the cultural life of Central
Newfoundland.”
The Botwood Mural Arts Society is inviting expressions
of interest for a mural project to be completed by July 31,
2015.
PROJECT: Salute to Our Veterans + Botwood’s WWII Experience. This project involves
the design and painting of two murals based on separate military themes.
DIMENSIONS: The murals will be painted on concrete walls, each of which measures 6 feet
in height and 36 feet, 6 inches in length (438 sq.ft.).
THEME: Located at the entry to the Botwood Memorial Grounds, one wall will be a tribute
to our veterans from WWII to the present day. The second wall will highlight military activity
in Botwood during WWII (1939-45).
COMMISSION FEE: $12,264.00 based on $28.00 per sq.ft.
A huge thank you to Ms. Dot Kelly and the
Station Steakhouse for their continued
support. You can check them out at:
https://www.facebook.com/pages/StationSteakhouse/313943325308347

REQUIREMENTS: 1) Provide an initial sketch. 2)
The successful applicant will provide a full color toscale rendition prior to commencement of the project.
3) Agree to allow B.M.A.S. exclusive reproduction
rights of images.
DEADLINE: Expression of interest must be received
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not later than December 31, 2014, but the committee is still open for another few weeks to
submissions from artists within the province.
CONTACT: Botwood Mural Arts Society, Box 751, Botwood NL, A0H 1E0. Email:
CNVAS is preparing to set the schedule for “New-To-You” workshops for 2015. CNVAS
members are invited to submit proposals for consideration. The deadline for submissions
is January 31, 2015. Submission should include workshop title, description, supplies list
and approximate cost. See CNVAS contact information on page 10 of this newsletter.

Jack and the Hurricane available
through Creative Book Publishing. Written by
Joshua Goudie, illustrated by Craig Goudie

Jack and the Hurricane follows young,
willful Jack on his adventure to save his
cousin's birthday party, no matter what
Mother Nature has in store. Despite the
appeals of neighbours, firefighters and even
the army, Jack sets out into a world that is
falling down around him, yet his
determination and imagination keep him
moving forward. The hurricane increases in
strength and damage as Jack journeys to
brighten the day for his family
members. It’s a story about determination,
risk and caring, all wrapped up in wind,
rain, flooding and power outages.
An engaging read for children of all ages, Jack and the Hurricane is a story of family, friends
and purpose that will tickle your funny bone and delight your heart.
Joshua Goudie's work has been published in The Telegram as
well as The Cuffer Anthology, Volumes IV and V. In 2012 he
was twice shortlisted for the Cuffer Prize with his short story,
"Satsuma and Cigarettes", placing second in the
competition. The following year he was shortlisted for the
Newfoundland and Labrador Credit Union Fresh Fish Award,
one of the most generous prizes given in Canada to an emerging,
unpublished writer.
Born in Grand Falls-Windsor, he now lives in St. John's. Joshua holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts
in theatre from Sir Wilfred Grenfell College. As a break from writing Joshua is frequently
found behind a drum kit playing with some friends in a local ‘downtown band’.
Signed copies of Jack and the Hurricane are currently available at Sweeney’s Art Gallery and
Custom Framing on High Street in Grand Falls-Windsor, NL.
3
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ARTEX 2014 A HUGE SUCCESS
-article by JoAnne Maeck

-photos courtesy of Michael Carroll

What began as a pilot project in 2009 has evolved into an annual visual art
experience in the Exploits Valley region. Each successive year the three volunteer
directors of the Art Ex Festival Corporation have aimed to provide a broad array of
activities for artists and art enthusiasts of all ages and skill levels. In order to plan
and execute this event, the not-for-profit organization elicits support through
sponsors, fundraising and government sources.
"Exploring Art on the Exploits" in 2014 consisted of one
weekend featuring the Fine Arts and Craft Expo on Sept.
26th and 27th. The Expo weekend highlighted 15 artisans
and craft producers as well as the CNVAS silent art
auction. This event represents a key fundraiser for the Art
Ex Corporation but also provided an opportunity for
participants to present and sell their products to the
public. The second weekend of Art Ex 2014 from Oct.
3rd to 5th featured keynote and guest speakers, and it
launched the installations, exhibitions and art workshops.
The schedule of events for each Art Ex weekend is based
on the response to the " Call for Expression of Interest"
advertised during the spring of each year. Through the use
of local, provincial and national media channels, visual
artists and artisans are invited to participate in this annual
art tourism event. Art Ex 2014 promoted events on radio,
cable, posters, signs and buy-and-sell websites in addition
to the experienceartex@gmail.com email and through the
artexfestivalcorp@facebook.com site. Art Ex is hoping to launch a new
website in 2015 as part of its three year strategic plan.
Registration, attendance, finances and volunteer support drives the
construct of the Art Ex Festival. Selection for art workshops,
installations, exhibitions and guest speakers is a daunting task for the
committee. Art Ex was proud to exhibit and launch the local artworks
by CNVAS members Shalyn King and Michael Carroll in the
Gwendolyn Cooper Gallery and Gordon Pinsent Centre for the Arts
lobby in 2014.
Dignitaries Susan Sullivan, MP,
Tom Pinsent, Councilor Town of
Grand Falls-Windsor, and
Michael Shainline, Executive
Director Botwood Mural Arts
Society provided encouraging
4
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remarks to those in attendance at the Art Ex 2014 Opening/Reception and Artist Circle. The
value of art tourism as a viable economic alternative is recognized in municipal, regional and
provincial circles. Art Ex 2014 is grateful for all support it receives as it attempts to engage the
art community and the public in visual art opportunities.
Patricia Gratton, Art Curator for the Art Gallery of
Newfoundland and Labrador, spoke on a recent
exhibition of Contemporary Newfoundland Art at the
Keynote Address at Art Ex 2014. CNVAS member
and local artist Michael Pittman was included in this
diverse slide show presentation.
Art Ex 2014 featured two full-day and eight half-day
art workshops for kids, youth and adults. The
majority of workshops were filled to capacity. Art
workshops included a variety of techniques: mixed
media, acrylic on layered glass, rug hooking, fibre art,
masa watercolour and oil landscape. Local artists Michael Carroll, Lynda Nadeau, Karyn
Rowsell, and Cindy Fewer as well as visiting artist Doug Downey (Springdale), Linda Low
(Burin), and Susan Furneau (St.John's) were all featured in the program for 2014.

CNVAS ran a silent auction of members’ work as part of the ArtEx Festival’s Fine Art and Craft
Expo at the Gordon Pinsent Centre for the Arts on September 26-27. Twenty artists submitted a
total of fifty-eight pieces for sale. The great variety of subject matter, style, and size attracted
public attention, as did the astounding assortment of media: watercolour, acrylics, oils, pastel,
graphite, ink, glass mosaic, egg tempera, drypoint, woodblock print, intaglio, mono-print, jewelry
and “repurposed musical instrument” in the form of a clarinet lamp. There was even a carrot cake--a clever and creative interpretation of the call for “anything” made by a member! Nineteen
pieces, or approximately one-third of the works on display, were sold; an impressive and
gratifying result for both our society and for the participating members. The auction’s success was
a clear sign that public appreciation and appetite for local art is alive and well.

Check out local artist Dave Sheppard on YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VS2V2Zgt0sY&feature=youtu.be
5
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The volunteer Board of Directors of ArtEx, Robert Lodge, JoAnne Maeck and Nellie Wall,
extend a heartfelt thank you to all sponsors and to those who came out to support this 2014 event.

CNVAS EXHIBITS at the GORDON PINSENT CENTRE
for the ARTS

-article and photos by Cathy Simpson

Since the last newsletter, two CNVAS
exhibits have been mounted at the
Gwendolyn Cooper Art Gallery in the
Gordon Pinsent Centre for the Arts.
The first exhibit, an untitled and
unexpected late-summer show, ran
from August 13 to September 20.
Forty-two pieces by seventeen artists were on display. The artworks were executed in a wide
range of media, including oils, acrylics, watercolour, pastels, pencil, pen and ink, and textile, as
well as several print-making methods (serigraph, mono-print, and screen print), photography, and
mixed media. Works from very large to miniature in size displayed a broad range of subject
matter, from Mount Fuji to the many local subjects that catch our artists’ eyes: flowers, gardens,
buildings, landscapes, seascapes, animals, and people, as well as more abstract subjects.
The huge range of styles on display was testimony
to the confidence, adventurousness, and
commitment of CNVAS members to exploring the
full range of their artistic interests.
The late summer show was quickly followed by
the main CNVAS Fall Exhibit, “Fall on the Rock”
which hung at the Centre from October 6-29.
Seventeen of our members displayed forty-four artworks, including
three 3-D assemblages in glass tile and wood that were displayed in
the cabinet. The usual wide range of media was again on display:
acrylics and oils worked with palette knife and brush, silk painting,
photography, and several printmaking methods including
6
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dry point, woodblock, and chine colle. In
accordance with the theme, many pieces featured
Newfoundland place-names such as Corduroy
Pond, Cottrell’s Cove, Wooddale, Pasadena, the
Exploits River, Fogo, Joe Batt’s Arm, and the
Battery. Other subjects included berries, frost,
changing leaves, icebergs, inuksuk, and the clear beauty of autumn days. CNVAS members rose
to the challenge of this popular theme by producing work of great originality and deep personal
meaning.
Congratulations to Cindy Furey on the sale of her watercolour on masa paper entitled “Blueberries,
A Festival of Blue” sold during this exhibit! Exhibition is vital to the existence of art and artists!

Contact us at cnvas.information@gmail.com
or through our new website at
www.cnvas.ca

Like us on
FaceBook
and follow us
on Twitter

NEW-TO-YOU WORKSHOP:
Fun and Free Watercolour with Geri Mueller

-by Catherine Barker

The Fun and Free Water Colour “New-To-You” workshop was held at IBEX Fuels
Community Room on October 5, 2014. The 8 participants ranged from beginner to
advanced. As a new member to CNVAS who has only ever worked with pencil, charcoal,
and pastel I have to admit, I was intimidated. The goal our group was tasked with was to
create a scene of birches in a wood with a path using shadow. This feeling of intimidation
lasted all of 2 minutes. Geri Mueller guided the group with skill and patience through a stepby-step introduction of materials to be used and techniques to try. Over the course of the
workshop the group was directed to focus on detail, given tips on how to use masking fluid (a
product of which I knew nothing before the workshop), how to use the various brushes,
sponges, and paints provided, and given advice on how to prevent water staining. I
particularly liked the challenge of mixing the paints and playing with them until I created a
rich saturation of colour. There were extra supplies on hand such as a hairdryer to assist with
drying the masking fluid or pieces that were heavy with paint and/or water.
The instructor was more than gracious and free with her time for us as the session ran close
to three hours longer than scheduled, for which I personally was quite grateful. There were
other CNVAS members participating in the workshop who had previous experience using
watercolours and were more than willing to share stories of their past use of the medium and
help Geri Mueller in whatever way they could. As an introduction to watercolour I was
7
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impressed with how natural the process
felt and I accredit that to the welcoming
atmosphere at the workshop. All
participants were invited to display their
piece at the end and it was wonderful to
see the wide range of colours, form, and
layout we had all managed to create.
I left the workshop feeling confident
and will be purchasing my own watercolour supplies to continue practising
this technique. Geri Mueller as well as
Lynda Andrews and Joanne Maeck
were very helpful in explaining which
brand of colour and brushes were best CNVAS members participating in the Geri Mueller workshop. Front row:
JoAnne Maeck, Catherine Barker, Lynda Andrews. Top row: Amelia
suited as starter supplies. Some
Gallant, Paula Hiscock, Maureen Pynn, Michelle Pynn. Missing from
participants-such as myself- walked
photo: Lisa Ivany
away with a piece ready to frame while others were happy to continue adding their own
finishing touches.
I have only recently returned to Grand Falls-Windsor and I feel fortunate to have the
opportunity to join such an encouraging and long lasting group of artists. I look forward to
attending many workshops in the future!

NEW-TO-YOU WORKSHOP:
Discovering Bas-Relief with Penny Kendall
-by JoAnne Maeck

Penny Kendall, left, with participants JoAnne Maeck and Katie Dawe
-photo courtesy of Cathy Simpson

8

It began as a simple clay relief
workshop at IBEX community room
November 8, 2014, for six CNVAS
members: Katie Dawe, Katie Spooner,
Mike Race, Cathy Simpson, Margaret
Scott and JoAnne Maeck. The fired
products were as diverse as the artists’
imaginations.
The artwork focused on such themes
as: the garden (plants and flowers), the
seasons (winter snowmen and
Christmas), outer space (planets and
comets), the seaside (boats) and
practical kitchenware (spice shakers).
Using a multitude of carving tools,
textured rolling pins and clay gadgets,
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each artist created a flat relief wall hanging, small spice bottles, or ornaments with their
designated lump of clay.
After all the items were carefully fired at Leo Burke Academy (Bishop Falls), the group
reassembled December 17th to glaze and/or paint their earthenware at the new CNVAS
workroom (Soccer Hut Centennial Field). Penny could not promise “complete success”
with the final glaze process. It seems that many variables influence the process: the amount
of glaze layered on the clay piece, the opacity of the glaze on the red clay itself, the firing
process, and the interaction of different glazes. Some artists opted to paint the clay relief
with acrylic paints rather than “take a gamble” with another firing. Fortunately no clay
piece was destroyed or damaged in any of the firing processes.
You will have to wait to see some of the amazing works at the CNVAS February Exhibit. I
dare say there will be a few more interested in taking part in this workshop the next time it
is offered.

CNVAS ENTERS FLOAT IN SANTA CLAUS PARADE
-by Michael Carroll

“Santa’s Little Paint Shop” was the theme for our float, as
seen here with four of Santa’s special helpers
-photos courtesy of Olivia Stacey

It was a very frosty, but sunny, Saturday morning
December 6, 2014, when all the participants in this
year’s Santa Claus Parade gathered and got in
formation at 9:00 AM on the old CN Station parking
lot awaiting the arrival of the parade’s main
attraction.
At 9:55 AM, a helicopter carrying a most precious
cargo came in from the north and landed on the lot
directly behind station. In full regalia, Santa Claus
stepped out of the helicopter, boarded his sleigh, and
took his place in line at the very end of the parade.
Two weeks prior to that moment, at the direction of
the CNVAS Executive, I approached Chris
Downton, the manager of the local franchise for

Notre Dame Agencies here in Grand Falls-Windsor,
and told him of our plan to participate in this year’s
Santa Claus parade. He told me he would help us
out and was true to his word with a very generous
supply of wood and various other materials.
Like one of Santa’s elves, busily I got to work with
the supplies donated by Notre Dame Agencies as
well as some materials from my own stash and built
the float using my utility trailer as a base. The day
before the parade, Decorator Elf came by to add her
beautiful touches to the float, and Craig Goudie
dropped by with the CNVAS signs he had created
9
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for the sides of the float, CNVAS’ first ever foray into this great Grand Falls-Windsor tradition.
The parade was a tremendous success, one of the longest and biggest parades seen in Grand FallsWindsor. The thousands of excited children who lined the parade route tremendously enjoyed our
float and the entire parade! The roar of cheers heard as Santa passed by could be heard for miles!
BE WATCHING FOR EMAILS REGARDING EXCITING UPCOMING CNVAS EVENTS

CNVAS ARTIST SATURDAY DROP-IN
CNVAS Artist Drop-Ins for current CNVAS members will commence soon at
the new CNVAS home at the soccer hut on Centennial Field.
All up-to-date members are encouraged to come and bring a project to start
or continue while socializing!
DON’T FORGET MEMBERSHIP FEES ARE NOW PAST DUE. REGULAR
MEMBERSHIP ($10) OR MAIL-OUT MEMBERSHIP ($15) CAN BE PAID BY MAILING
DIRECTLY TO THE CNVAS MAILING ADDRESS BELOW
The Central Newfoundland Visual Arts Society (CNVAS) gratefully acknowledges the
continued support of the Newfoundland and Labrador Arts Council (NLAC) through its
recently awarded Community Arts Program grant of $4000. This grant will help CNVAS
present a series of five workshops for its membership with established Newfoundland and
Labrador artists over a series of weekend workshops in 2015.
Ms. Jane S. White will present a workshop in silk painting and again in batik, Mr. Gerald
Squires will offer a workshop painting en plein air in oil, acrylic and watercolour, Ms. Lise
Sorensen will offer an oil painting workshop, and Mr. Doug Downey will offer a workshop in
palette knife painting.
CNVAS members will be notified with the details of the workshops in the coming
weeks. Interested members of the public will find the same information through CNVAS’s
website (www.cnvas.ca).
CNVAS Executive 2014-2016:
President
Craig Goudie
V. President
Indira Anandakrishnan
P. President
JoAnne Maeck
Secretary
Maureen Roberts
Treasurer
Christine Benjamin
Editor/PR
Michael Carroll
Membership
Lynda Andrews
Social Convener
Diane Bradbury
Committees:
Fundraising
Newsletter
Exhibits Coordinator
Scholarship
Youth Art

THIS NEWSLETTER HAS
BEEN FUNDED BY

Mailing Address:
CNVAS
P. O. Box 52
Grand Falls-Windsor, NL
A2A 2J3

Lynda Andrews
Michael Carroll
Cathy Simpson
Philip Power
JoAnne Maeck

cnvas.information@gmail.com
www.cnvas.ca
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CNVAS (est. 1976) is a notfor-profit visual art
community group
coordinated by a volunteer
executive that depends on
membership support for the
execution of its program
planning and sponsorship

